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Alabama.

Objective

Highly motivated individual who work well with other and independently. The sorter operator sets 
up the sorting machine daily.

Skills

Logistics, Hard Working.

Work Experience

Sorter Operator
ABC Corporation  1995 – 1997 
 Process Improvement &amp; Duties assisted in the development and execution of the new 

system and structure.
 Implemented procedures to streamline a process. Skills Used computer skills, machinery.
 Assign tasks to employees, staffed projects, tracked progress and updated managers, 

partners and clients as deemed necessary.
 Computed, recorded, and proofread data, records, and reports.
 Responsible for the on-going process of W8/W9 forms and the process of requests.
 Sorting in packing mail. See more occupations related to this task.
 Labeling mail, operating a computer to process mail.

Sorter Operator
ABC Corporation  1990 – 1995 
 Ran and maintained the sorter which is a very large machine in the second to last stop for the

lumber that runs through the mill.
 Also I printed out reports of the days lumber hall.
 Had to fix and keep the machine running as smoothly as possible.
 Learned a variety of life skills, and abilities.
 Got two different pay raises for being an exemplary employee.
 Skills Used Strength and problem assessment, being able to find what was wrong and fix it or 

find the engineer to fix it as soon as possible..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

Education
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